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Construction of Rank Two Reflexive Sheaves
with Similar Properties to the
Horrocks-Mumford Bundle

By Nobuo SASAKURA, *) Yoichi ENTA, *) and Masataka KAGESAWA

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA M. J. A., May 12, 1993)

**)

0. In a paper of Horrocks-Mumford [2] a rank two vector bundle on

P4 with 15000 symmetries was constructed. It is to be noticed that 4 5
I and 5 is a prime 1 (mod. 4) so that 1 is a quadratic residue modulo

5. Let/)be any prime 1(rood. 4), so that--(%1) 1. We shall construct,

in this note, a rank two reflexive sheaf (p on Pp_I(C) with similar prop-
erties to . We shall consider certain graphs which have elements of i’ as
vertices using quadratic residue, by means of which we shall define . At
the same time we define certain K3 surfaces over F. If p 5, then ( -- .If p > 5 then > 5 has a singularity at codimension four. It turns out that
the fourth Chern class of @p is expressed in terms of rational points on these
surfaces, cf. Theorem 4.2. The sheaf admits a group of symetries of order
p+3)/2 (p_ 1). (When p 5, it has symmetries of order p(+3)/2(p-- 1).
But, when p > 5, we do not know if the group of symmetries is bigger than
the above one.) Details of this note will appear elsewhere. We thank to T.
Terasoma for valuable discussions on arithmetic of algebraic varieties.

1. Quadratic residue graph. First, using the quadratic residue, we de-
fine a graph for F: The set of the vertices is F, and a subset {i, j} c F, i

j, is an edge if and only if i- j k with an element k F*.
Since p 1 (mod. 4), the graph is not endowed with an order. For an

element Fp, define subsets S of F as follows"

S+ {j e F {i} [{i, j} is an edge}
S- {j F {i} I{i, j} is not an edge}.

More generally, take a subset I {il,... ,i}, 1 _< d E p, of F. Form a
symbol /z= (p,...,/), where p denotes + or --(1 <_ k_<d). We set

s= = S[. If each pe + (or --), then we write S as S (or S-). For
two disjoint subsets K, L, of’Fp, we write S+z for S S-.

The set Sf is parameterized by rational points on an algebraic curve de-
fined over F. For example the correspondence s (se+ 1)e/4s gives a
surjective unramified map of degree four from {s F[s 0, s 1} to

S-. For an element i F {0,1}, set

(s2+ 1) --4is"}0 {(s, t) F F]t
j[ +++ 4--’+++o --o,;+++ {(s, t) .o s’t 0 or s 1}.
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2
The correspondence (s, t) (s2+ 1)/4s gives a surjective unramified

?r+++ .+++map of degree eight from oli to ,oli

Next, we say that two subsets I and J of Fp are (graph) equivalent, if

there is a bijection 0 from I to ] such that
($) {O(i), O(J)) is an edgee* (i, j) is an edge
for each pair {i, j} c I. Set ld(F) {I C F] # I d}, where # I is the
cardinal number of I and d-> 2. The (graph) equivalence divides

ld(F) into disjoint classes. We see that 2(F)and a(F)are divided
into two and four (graph) equivalence classes respectively. Also 4(F) is
divided into at most eleven equivalence classes. We indicate below the table
of eleven possible graphs.

i i i i

j k j k j j k k
C6 C5 C4(a) C4(b) C3(a)

i i i i

j k j k j k j k \k/
CO C1 C2(b) C2(a) C3(c)

i

C3(b)

(Here indicates the edge. The suffix s 6,...,0 indicates the number
edges. The symbols (a), (b), (c) are used when s does not determine an

equivalence class uniquely. If p 5, then only C() appears. If p _> 29, then
all of the graphs appear.)

Now we attach a K3 surface to each equivalence class / of (F)
Consider the five dimensional projective space Ps over F with homogeneous
coordinates z (za)<a<<. Fix a primitive root p of F*. Let ,a denote
the subvariety of Ps defined by the following four quadratic relations.

2 2

where sao, ar and sot denote 1 or p and are determined by J//. This is a K3
surface and appears from the following consideration: Take a representative
I {z, z2, za, z,} of . Then, according as {za, z} is an edge or not za

2 2z za or pza with an element za F*. Set
II,<<<4zo- 0}. Denote by ’ the affine cone of u. Setting djz #
{0[ 0 is a bijection I--, I satisfying(S)}, the above argument leads to

Lemma 1.1. There is a surjective unramified map from F x u to J/t of
degree (2" dj).

Convention. If has a representative, which is isomorphic to the one

figured as C, C4(),..., we write J//as J//, J//4(),
Lemma 1.1 was shown by Hirane (cf. [1]) when J// J//.
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Some monomials. Let x (xi)iev be homogeneous coordinates of P
P_(C). For a subset S; of F, let f; denote the monomial IIasfXa. (If S;, thenff= 1.) Take subsetsJC Ic F such that #]= #I-- 1. We
assume that # J I or that each distinct pair {i, j} c I forms an edge. De-
fine a monomial (P],z as follows. (In the below {c} I- ].)

+ +

s: zs?

f: ++ 2 ++/fra /(f

if c (i)

if c Sf- (ii)

ifa S+z
where ] K ILL (iii)

with K =/= , L =/: .
If ] has no edge, then define a monomial qg],I in the similar manner to the
above" by changing q- and in (i)-(iii). (Thus, for example, p],- ff-/
(fz- x) if a S)-.) Take a subset I of Fp. If # I 2 or 3, then each subset
] of I with # ] # I--1 satisfies the above assumption. Assume that
# I 4. If I belongs to or to o, then define ], in the above manner. If
I (), (), or (), then there is a subset K of I, K 3, such that, is defined. For another subset ] of I with # ] 3, define ], by the
equation

L,J 1,I L,K K,I
with L ] N K. (Note that L 2). If I 4(b)’ we define ],I

fa r" Here ] {a, fl, r} and I-- ] {) and {, } is not an edge. If
I (a), then we define ],, by changing + and in the definition. If I
(), then define two systems of monomials"

++-- +- ++--(Lj,,,, (f[ --++ --++ __+_

We set j,, j,, 0 and i,j,, ,, 0. (Here the graph of I
{i, j, , l} is NOrMalized as in the table of graphs, and ijk,..., is an abbre-
viation of {i, j, k,

We give a Main property of the MONOMials l, defined above. Take a
subset I of F with # I 3 or 4. According as # I 3 or 4, we have the
following cocycle relations" If # I 3, then for any I,
(1) ,j j, , ,,
where {a)J I, {a} K I. If # I 4, then for any L I with

(2) L,I l,I L,K K,I
where L J I, L K L According as I 3 or 4, define an integer

p+3
4 d(qg],I) if # I 3 #J- 2 and J c I

nz= p+3 {d(PK,I)-+- d(cP1,z)) if #I= 4; #]= 3, #K= 2
4 andKC]I,

where d(ep],z), denotes the degree of qgy,z. By (1) and (2), n1 is well defined.
The integers nz are expressed in terms of the number of rational points of

nz as follows.
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algebraic curves.
2. Construction. Our sheaf p is contructed as follows (cf. [4]).
Notation. For a subset I of Fp, let X, d # I, denote the linear sub-

space of P defined by x 0, i /. We set Xd= U#__dX. The structure
sheaves of P--P-I and X are denoted by 3 by )z )(m) and
m Z, denote the m times twist of and by the hyperplane bundle. We
simply denote X and f as X: and f,

Now, for each i F, form a vector f-, f+]. To X we attach a

(2 X 2)-matrix t[1 f,-/f,+ ]. Then we have canonically a locally free sheaf
0 x/x+

of rank two on P- X. The sheaf is the direct image t. of with
the injection t" P- X P. We see that is an -submodule of )
and, as the submodule, is chracterized as follows: An element
(p)x x P, is in ,x if and only if there is an element a ((p + 1)
/2) such that for each i F

Take an element (a,b) F x F. Also take an element c

(Cs)os<-)/ F+/. Define a matrix ga,, GL, in a similar

manner to p. 66 in [2]" the (i, j)-component of ga,,c is given by ec,6,+a,
(p-1)/2 .s

where c,, e" with e exp(2-- 1/p) and tc, s=o Cs* The mat-
rices ga,, form a subgroup of GL(p, with order p<+)/(p- 1). When
p 5, it coincides with the subgroup of the Horrocks-Mumford group whose
elements make the divisor X invariant.

Theorem 2.1. The above group acts on .
This is proved by checking the action of an element ga,,c on the transi-

tion matrix introduced above.
3. Filtration. The direct image sheaf is studied inductively on X,
Lemma 3.1. There is a filtration {}04 of -submodules of "i+1o 4 such that on P-- X 0 i K 4.

Moreover o .z,/= $F((3 p)/2), /

((11 3p)/4) and

/-- (3--p+n)

/ @ ,(4-p+n,)
I4(Fp)
I3(b)

((4 -p + n) (4 -p + n)}.
L4(F)
L3(b)

Here the integers ny, n are as in the end of 1.
The proof is given by applying general cohomological arguments in [3]

and [5] to the present situation, where every necessary datum is written ex-

plicitly. The key point is that the integers ny and n are determined by the
arithmetic of the algebraic curves, cf. 1 and 2.
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4. Main results. First we have
Theorem 4.1. The )-module p is locally free over P X4. Take a sub-

set I of Fp with # I 4. If I : ,(b) or 2(a), then is locally free at each
point x X X. If I ,() or 2(a), then is not locally free at each
x X;.

Thus { is of low rank in the sense of [4]. If p= 5, then every I
,(F) belongs to 3(). If p > 5, however, then there is a subset I
,(Fp) belonging to

Theorem 4.2. The Chern classes c of , 1 <-- i <-- 4, are as follows: c

=P, c2= (P2), c3=O, and

C4 (P2)(3k2-- 8k + 2) -6 2 n]-6#
JE3(Fp)

where k (p 1)/4.
This follows from Lemma 3.1 by using standard formula for Chern clas-

ses. Using graph theoretical arguments, we have
C4 40 # J4(b) 40p(p 1) # rat(Ea,)) /(2e. 8)

where rat (a4<b)) denotes the set of F-rational points of the affine K3 sur-
face a4<b)’ cf. 1,

[3]

[4]

[5]
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